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“One of my movies was called
“True Lies.” It’s what the
Democrats should have called
their convention. ”
~Arnold Schwarzenegger

The Devil Lives in
3rd Floor MEEM
By Mike Senkow ~ Guest Writer

The Devil lies on the third
floor of the MEEM, room
305, Energy Lab. You don’t
believe me? I have proof!
You wonder why the professors in the ME department may appear so evil
at times. You understand
the homework; you got
the right answer, but NO! 0
points! Why? They’ll tell you
in their office. When are their
office hours? Whenever you
can’t be there!
The devil lies in the MEEM’s
Energy Lab, inside an Armfield TH3 Saturation Pressure
Rig. Inside that little metal
vessel, all the evil of the
universe resides, and each
semester, when another
group of students performs
the “Saturation Pressure &
Vapor Quality” lab, they
release a little more of his
evil into the world. He’s
trapped inside I tell you,
...see MEEM on back

Nationalistic Radiation
Particulates Discovered
By Scott Nelson ~ Daily Bull

In recent months, many researchers in
the Michigan Technological University
Department of Anthropology determined that many students exhibit “unAmerican” behaviours whenever they
come up to Michigan Tech. On multiple
occasions, students have been observed elongating their vowels, creating a long drawl of incomprehensible
sing-songy words, while frequently
utilizing the words, “eh,” “aboot” and
“zed.” However, the concerning behaviours do not stop at speech, many
students have began to display liberal
tendencies and support parliamentary
government in general.
For months, the researchers were baffled by this occurrence and set out
to discover the cause, supported by
millions of dollars in funding from the
university. The first theory involved the
presence of nuclear waste underneath
Lot 10, but after exposing the nuclear
waste to students from NMU, they only
realized that they were ruining their
lives and decided to be productive
members of society be working in fast
food. Obviously this radiation would

not be the cause of the behavioural
changes in the students, the researchers would have to discover something
else that would affect the students in
this way. Then, during one late night, Dr.
Scarlett while watching some random
movie for World Cultures discovered
the truth, Nationalistic Radiation Particulates.
The theory behind these particulates
is quite clear, the Canadian Nationalism
is very strong and it is ejected into the
atmosphere when it is created during
a time of pride for the Canadians. The
particulates from Toronto and Ottawa
will get caught in a low-pressure front
that circulates over Lake Superior and
as the particulates circulate, they will
become polarized and bound to the
moisture in the air. The particulates
will then precipitate down on to the
UP, to be absorbed into the skin of
the students. The radiation will then
travel to the cerebrum and affect the
speech and social centres of the brain
by overcoming the week nationalism
instilled in most Americans. It seems
that some students are immune to the
...see Particulates on back

Nothing makes a meal better from Taco Bell
than some nice, big, juicy Rats!

The Steaming Pile

straight from you-know-where!
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The Cure for AIDs
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A Taco Eating Contests

An Apple Computer

Hookers and Cocaine

...Particulates from front

effects of the particulates because
the American Radiation, which
causes ignorance to international
issues and support of the Iraqi war,
is already controlling them.
A similar occurrence has also been
observed at Arizona State University,
where students have become lazy,
drunk and they have the distinct
desire to climb fences to mooch
off of other governments. This has
been attributed to the Mexican
Nationalism Radiation Particulate,
which comes through the moisture
stream that flows westward from
the Gulf of Mexico and deposits
itself in the Southwestern Region.
Many other types of radiation have
also been discovered, which lends
it to states, rather than nations. For
example, the Californian Particulates
will make a person foolishly vain and
spoiled, where the Massachusetts
Particulate will make you intellectual,
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yet pompous.
The researchers around the world
have celebrated this discovery,
which decrypts the great mystery of
nationalism through history, including
the spread of communism through
radiation dispersal techniques and
the use of the particulates to brainwash people in France to despise
all other countries.

... MEEM from front

but a little bit escapes, and wrecks
havoc on the world.
You may ask how I know this. Well,
in this week’s lab I SAW him! Beelzebub, the Morning Star, Satan! The
lab was like many others, slightly
boring, not extremely exciting. We
were learning new methods on
how to determine pressure and
temperature after going through a
throttling process. You superpressurize the water and then measure
its pressure and temperature after it
goes through he valve. Maybe this is
what brings him into existence.

the rest of the pressure.
I saw his face. Thrown back in a
laugh, the evil that resides in this
world and causes all that is wrong;
death, famine, disease, George Bush,
The Game (You lose by the way)
and he resides on the 3rd floor of
the MEEM.

(Warning: The author of this story in
They decided that a glass may be
no way believes in the Devil, Hell, or
termed “half full” if and only if the
your mom.)
glass was handed to a person with
half the capacity of the total volume
of said glass. Therefore, leaving the
glass halfway to the peak without
any consumption done by said
Is the Glass Half Full person.

Our pressure wouldn’t go past
666 kPa. I joked slightly when it was
getting into the high 600’s, “Ooo,
our pressure gage is evil,” but then
it stopped. 666. THE SIGN OF THE
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
BEAST! I stared slightly, thinking it
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
was just a weird, but normal coincior Half Empty?
and toner costs.
dence, but then we let the pressure
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half empty or half full. Well, today is
your lucky day because the men of
the square room (comprised of one
mechanical engineer, one civil engineer, and one computer science
major) met last night to set the laws
on these everyday terms. These
prestigious men with their extensive
knowledge of deep thinking came
up with the first law of “The Glass.”

The men then further termed “half
empty” to those who were handed
a said glass filled to its capacity and
aforesaid persons have consumed

half of that capacity. Thus leaving
the remaining amount halfway to the
empty point of said glass.
“This is revolutionary,” said Jonathan
Ehlers who has been eagerly awaiting the outcome of this law for years.
Now the human race will never again
have to worry about debating the
age-old question, is the glass half full
or half empty?

